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Abstract  
Data anonymization is a method of removing or encrypting personal data in a data set. At the 

same time, the existing data structure is maintained for further data analysis. The purpose of 

anonymization is to ensure the confidentiality of the subject's information. This paper 

examines the problems of user authorization and the protection of data transmission in 

remote monitoring tools. Technologies for protecting data transmission in remote monitoring 

tools are selected. In the presented remote monitoring tools, data pseudonymization is used to 

anonymize data. Pseudonymization of data consists in replacing the user ID with an 

encrypted JWT token. Because the JWT token is encrypted using TLS, which uses revocable 

symmetric keys, there is no way to detect the connection between the user and the transmitted 

information during data transmission. The proposed method protects the privacy of remote 

monitoring data by dividing the user authorization process into two network services and by 

anonymizing the remote monitoring data. We present the design principles and the 

algorithms of operation. The remote monitoring tools with data transmission protection by 

anonymization were implemented as the result of the conducted research. 
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1. Introduction 

Remote monitoring tools obtain measurements from wireless wearable devices and process them 

to support some applications such as health monitoring, localization, and crowd density estimation. 

They transmit data from wireless wearable devices to cloud services and connect these services to 

mobile terminals [1]. 

To allow interaction between users and to process the parameters of interest, users are required to 

enter personal data. In comparison to technical data, the feature of personal data is that they carry 

information by which you can identify the user. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain permission from 

the user to process his data and store them. In most countries, the law protects personal data. For 

example, in the European Union, there is a general regulation on data protection (GDPR Regulation 

(EU) 2016/679) [2]. 

However, even if authorized by users, the collected personal data can be attacked by intruders, and 

undesired privacy leaks can occur; so the task is to ensure their protection. 
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2. Status of the problem 

All of the above raises the issue of choosing an effective mechanism for data anonymization. 

As demonstrated in de-anonymization methods, i.e., the restoration of personal data from 

anonymized data presented in scientific literature, removing direct identifiers such as full name and 

address is insufficient to ensure confidentiality of individuals. Data set owners must be aware of the 

risks of de-anonymization and apply appropriate anonymization measures before granting access to 

their data sets to comply with data protection regulations. To meet this need, a procedure was defined 

in [3] that informs data set owners of de-anonymization risks and helps them make decisions 

regarding anonymization measures that need to be taken to comply with the General Data Protection 

Regulation (GDPR). This paper demonstrates the application of the de-anonymization assessment 

procedure to a customer relationship management (CRM) data set provided by a telecommunications 

provider. 

In addition, in [4], the authors evaluated the practical feasibility of anonymizing electronic health 

records (EHR) data with regard to their suitability for making medical decisions. In a real-world 

scenario, effective anonymization of data is challenging because it typically depends on the problem 

and requires significant expertise in the field. As the level of data anonymity increases, the 

convenience of using anonymous data decreases and most likely reaches a minimum convenience 

before achieving full anonymity. 

In [5], possible schemes for publishing healthcare data that guarantee more reliable data 

confidentiality while preserving the usefulness of published data were proposed. Two confidentiality 

models were identified: identity unlinkability and attribute unlinkability, which include the possibility 

of unlinkability in data anonymization. The absence of the possibility of disconnection during data 

transmission may lead to a breach of patient confidentiality, as the patient can be tracked or linked. 

This prompted the authors to develop two schemes that use these confidentiality models for data 

anonymization in two different data transmission scenarios. 

A combination of pseudonymization and anonymization methods can provide additional protection 

when data is first anonymized by removing any personal identifiers and then encrypted before storage 

[6]. When data is properly anonymized by removing all identifiers, it is no longer subject to GDPR, 

allowing companies to collect such data without consent and store it indefinitely. 

User confidentiality is the primary criterion for allowing the transmission of confidential 

information. In article [7], the Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM) approach is discussed, which 

analyzes data while maintaining confidentiality. PPDM methodologies are reviewed and classified 

using different approaches to modify data for anonymization. In addition, a critical comparative 

analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of PPDM methods is performed. 

Article [8] presents a protocol for data collection with confidentiality preservation. This protocol 

does not restrict the type of anonymization method and does not require a private channel. It only 

requires k-anonymity to prevent attacks on confidentiality, and thus equivalent groups of owners of 

data sets function as a mechanism for preserving confidentiality. 

The main problem of data exchange is the intelligent control of the security of private data [9]. In 

this work, a structure for evaluating data anonymization is proposed, which can evaluate typical data 

anonymization algorithms in terms of the level of confidentiality preservation, data usefulness, and 

productivity. 

Therefore, as the analysis of recent scientific publications has shown, information systems require 

user authentication to access their data, but at the same time, the data transmitted must be 

anonymized. It is necessary to combine the user authentication process with the process of 

anonymizing the data being transmitted. This will increase the level of data anonymity while 

preserving the convenience of using anonymous data. 

3. Selection of technologies for protecting the transmission of personal data 
in the remote monitoring tools 



Personal data is necessary for the authorization of the user in the information system. This data 

must be transferred and saved. To avoid problems with processing personal data, we propose using a 

remote authorization service that will process personal data. Single Sign-On technology can be used 

to provide simultaneous access to various services [12]. 

The wireless wearable devices are connected to the user's mobile terminal through Bluetooth. The 

user enters personal data into their mobile terminal. This data should not be stored in the mobile 

terminal to ensure compliance with Single Sign-On technology. Therefore, the user must connect to 

remote authorization services from the mobile terminal. 

4. Anonymization of user’s personal data 

Data anonymization is a method of removing or encrypting personal data in a data set. At the same 

time, to enable data further analysis the existing data structure is supported. The goal of 

anonymization is to ensure the confidentiality of the subject's information. 

In accordance with the European Union's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which 

requires pseudonymization or anonymization of stored information of persons living in the EU, 

anonymized data are not classified as personal data and are therefore not subject to the rules of this 

regulation. It allows organizations to use anonymized data without violating the rights of data 

subjects. Similarly, data anonymization is a core component of HIPAA requirements, a US regulatory 

act that governs the use of private health information (PHI) in the healthcare industry [13]. 

First, information that allows the identification of a person is anonymized. This includes name, as 

the most important identifier in the data set, credit card details, mobile numbers, photos, passwords, 

security questions, health data, and more. 

Anonymization is used to preserve the confidentiality of the patient's information about his illness, 

to preserve the confidentiality of customers whose data is used in digital advertising in marketing 

social networks, to preserve the confidentiality of information about company employees, which is 

collected for the purpose of increasing productivity, optimizing work, and improving security. 

The following methods are used to anonymize data [14,15,16,17]: 

 Data masking by providing access to a modified version of sensitive data. 

 Pseudonymization of data by replacing private identifiers with pseudonyms or fake 

identifiers. 

 Generalization of data by excluding certain data from it to make it smaller identified. 

 Shuffle or rearrange the data by changing the value of the attributes of the dataset. 

 Data perturbation using rounding and random noise techniques. 

 Creating synthetic data using pattern-based mathematical systems or features in the original 

data set. 

Data in remote monitoring tools are divided into personal data and technical data. Personal data is 

used infrequently, so it can be separated from technical data and protected by reliable cryptographic 

means. Technical data in this case is classified as big data. The processing of technical data requires 

significant computing resources both in the mobile terminal and in the cloud service. Therefore, from 

a productivity point of view, it is advisable to carry out minimal protection of technical data or not to 

protect it at all if it can be anonymized [10]. 

Personal data and technical data should be linked with some user identifier. Each time the mobile 

terminal and cloud service interact, the user identifier is transmitted together with the technical data. 

Technical data, as well as personal data, are interesting to the attacker in case they can establish 

the identity of a certain user. Data protection can be done using user anonymization technology, such 

as shown in [19] and [18]. However, these technologies are complex and require significant 

computing resources. 

An alternative is to break the connection between personal and technical data, using the method in 

[21]. With this method, the mobile terminal establishes a connection with the cloud service, transmits 

the encrypted user identifier and date/time label, and obtains a temporary “authorization user id”. The 

cloud service decrypts the received identifier and date/timestamp and compares this label with the 

running time. If time is significantly different, then the data is falsified. The authorization user id is 

changed periodically. With every interaction between the mobile terminal and the cloud service, 



another authorization user id accompanies the technical data. This does not allow the establishment of 

a direct connection between technical data and the user. 

4.1. User authentication 

Authentication is the process of secure user identification. The authentication mechanism provides 

access control for systems by verifying that the user credentials match the data in the authorized user 

database or on the data authentication server. Authentication methods are divided depending on the 

type of resource, structure and method of network organization, object remoteness and technology 

used in the recognition process. 

Remote monitoring tools operate using a client-server architecture. User authentication takes place 

in the cloud service, and the mobile terminal contains the user interface for this service. It is advisable 

to divide the processes of authentication and remote monitoring between two cloud services. One of 

these services deals only with authentication and informs the other service about the authenticated 

user. 

The most reliable and rich cloud authentication services use oAuth2 technology [20]. It allows 

applications to exercise limited access to user accounts on HTTP services. It uses an authentication 

token sent to the user, allowing a third-party application to access the user's account. 
OAuth2 is a widely used security standard that provides secure access to protected resources in a 

way convenient for the web API. As it uses HTTPS and sends the authentication token in headers, this 

protocol can be used in web, desktop, and mobile applications. 

Given that the technology is decentralized, it does not matter how it will be used. It works in 

parallel and independently. Therefore, you can use several authorization services at the same time, 

depending on your preferences. Accordingly, the remote monitoring cloud service receives 

information about the authorized user of any of the cloud services built on this technology. 

4.2. Protection of data transmission in remote monitoring tools 

Data on the measuring device is not tied to the user. They are transmitted to the user's mobile 

terminal using Bluetooth technology, which provides protection against falsification and modification 

of transmitted data. On the other hand, energy efficiency requirements do not recommend the use of 

additional means of information security. 

In a mobile terminal, data is associated with the user and becomes sensitive to interference. At the 

same time, the requirements for energy efficiency are not as strict as for metering devices. Therefore, 

it is advisable to apply the protection of the communication channel. Use TLS 1.3 or IPsec to protect 

transmitted data. Most IPsec implementations are more reliable than some TLS 1.3 implementations, 

but more energy intensive. Therefore, the TLS 1.3 protocol is most often used in mobile terminals 

and, accordingly, in cloud services [23]. 

This technology is used to make sure that any data transmitted between the mobile terminal and 

the cloud service remains impossible to read [22]. Encryption algorithms are used to encrypt data 

during transmission, not allowing hackers to read it when they are sent. This information may be 

confidential or personal, which may include technical or personal data. 

JSON Web Token (JWT) is an open standard (RFC 7519) that defines a compact and autonomous 

way of safely transmitting information between parties as a JSON object [23]. JWT is a base64 

encoded JSON object that is considered a secure way of transmitting information between two 

participants. 

Improper storage of tokens leads to their potential theft and malicious actions. 

Most often, JWT is used for authorization. Once the user is logged in, each subsequent request 

contains JWT, which allows the user to access the routes, services and resources allowed by this 

token. Authorization is a process that today makes extensive use of JWT through small resources and 

the ability to use across domains. 

Compared to other standards such as Simple Web Tokens (SWT) and Security Statement Markup 

Language Tokens (SAML), JWT is more compact and more appropriate to use for different platforms, 

especially mobile terminals. 



 

 

 

4.3. Base request structure 

A typical request with technical data consists of an authorization header and payload as the request 

body. Figure 1 shows an example of data structure in the request. 

 

POST /echo/post/json HTTP/1.1 

Host: cloud-service.com 

Authorization: Bearer JWT-token-value 

Content-Type: application/json 

Body: 

{ "spo2_values": [], 

  "pulse_values": [] 

} 

 

Figure 1. An example of data structure in the request 
 

The authorization header has the JWT access token, received from auth service. The payload is a 

set of technical data without any personal data in it. The JWT token is used to process data and store it 

in relation to a specific user in the database. Since personal data are missing, a user identifier from 

auth service is the only possible way to map technical data to a specific user. 

Once a request from the mobile terminal goes to cloud service, this request must be authorized 

first. A JWT token from the authorization header is taken. The next step is to verify this token using a 

public key in JWKS format. If the token is verified and valid it is possible to extract some data from 

it.  

Figure 2 shows the general structure of a decoded token. 

 

{ 

  iss: 'issuer', 

  sub: 'auth-user-id', 

  aud: [], 

  iat: 1589809948, 

  exp: 1589896348, 

  azp: 'app_ID', 

  scope: „list of scopes‟  

} 

 

Figure 2. General structure of the decoded token 
 

It is also possible to add another authorization layer using allowed scopes which are also defined 

in the access token. Using sub value from the token object we can identify an anonymized user by id. 

So, even without any personal data, it is possible for an information system to transfer, process and 

store technical data in relation to some specific user in the database. 

4.4. Protection of data transfer via VPN 

Anonymization protects data from identification but does not protect against modification and 

unauthorized viewing. Virtual private network (VPN) technology is used to protect the transmitted 

data. It consists in creating cryptographically protected tunnels through open communication 



networks. The essence of tunnelling is that anyone outside (for example, a cryptanalyst) does not have 

access to the information being transmitted. 

TLS 1.3 or IPsec protocols are used to create a VPN. As it was mentioned above, most IPsec 

implementations are more reliable than some TLS 1.3 implementations, but more energy intensive. 

Therefore, the TLS 1.3 protocol is most often used in mobile terminals and, accordingly, in cloud 

services [23, 26]. 

TLS 1.3 (Transport Layer Security) is a standard technology for securing Internet connections and 

protecting any sensitive data that is transmitted between two systems by preventing cryptanalysts 

from reading and modifying any information transmitted. The handshake protocol is responsible for 

creating a tunnel in TLS 1.3. This protocol uses public key technology in the form of X.509 digital 

certificates. 

Figure 3 shows what happens during the TLS 1.3 handshake. 

 

 
Figure 3. TLS 1.3 handshake protocol 
 

The sequence of interaction steps is as follows: 

1. Mobile terminal (MT) sends a request to the server for a secure session. 

2. The cloud service (CS) responds by sending its X.509 digital certificate to the client. 

3. Mobile terminal obtains the X.509 digital certificate of the server and authenticates the server 

using a list of known certification authorities. 

4. Mobile terminal generates a random symmetric key and encrypts it with the public key of the 

cloud service. 

5. Mobile terminal and cloud service now know the symmetric key and can use it to encrypt and 

decrypt the information contained in the request of the mobile terminal and the response of the 

cloud service. 

The symmetric key obtained using the handshake protocol is used to encrypt all transmitted 

information. This information can be confidential or non-confidential, which may include biometric 

data. The lifetime of a symmetric key is limited so as not to give the cryptanalyst enough data to 

analyze. 

This technology is used to make sure that any data transferred between the mobile terminal and the 

cloud service remains unreadable. Encryption algorithms are used to encrypt data in transit, 

preventing cryptanalysts from reading it as it is sent. This information can be of any kind, which may 

include biometric data. 

 

5. Structure and operation of remote monitoring tools with data 
transmission protection 

The proposed structure of remote monitoring tools with technical protection of data transmission is 

shown in Figure 4. The remote monitoring tools include the following components: 

 measuring device, 

 mobile terminal, 

 authentication service, 

 cloud service, 

 database. 



The measuring device consists of sensors that collect information and transmit it to a mobile 

terminal. 

The mobile terminal consists of the sensors data receiver for data acquisition from sensors of 

measuring devices, a data transmission unit for data transmission to the cloud service (for interaction 

with the cloud service), and an authentication unit (for interaction with the authentication service). 

 

 
Figure 4. The structure of remote monitoring tools 
 

In the presented remote monitoring tools, data pseudonymization is used to anonymize data. 

Pseudonymization of data consists in replacing the user ID with an encrypted JWT token. Because the 

JWT token is encrypted using the TLS 1.3 protocol, which uses revocable symmetric keys, there is no 

way to detect the connection between the user and the transmitted information during data 

transmission. 

The Authentication Service includes decentralized user authentication technologies that operate 

independently of each other. 

The cloud service receives data from the mobile terminal as a REST API. As in the mobile 

terminal, there is an authentication unit. The business logic block is an important part of the cloud 

service, which is responsible for the processing and storage of information. 

The database is a repository where personal and technical data that has been processed in the 

business logic block is stored. 

The processing and storage of user personal data in the system are absent. Personal data, such as 

login and password, are used for authentication. They are not saved anywhere in the information 

Measuring

Device



system but passed from the mobile terminal to auth service for further authorization. The cloud 

service never receives or stores any personal data. 

The principles of mobile terminal (MT) operation with the protection of technical data 

transmission are shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5. The flow of operation of the client application on the mobile terminal 

 

The very first step is to authenticate the user. The client application for the mobile terminal first 

checks the presence of an up-to-date authentication access token in the local secret storage. If the 

token is missing or the expiration time has occurred, the application will require the user to 

authenticate to the authentication server. After successful authentication, the application switches to 

continuous data transfer of the parameters of interest to the cloud service. MT sends only technical 

data to the cloud service along with a JWT token without any personal data. The JWT token only 

knows the authentication user id, which is used to map data in the cloud service DB. Note that it is not 

possible to impersonate users using this identifier, thus every user is anonymized in the information 

system. 

If the measuring device contains means of accessing the Internet, for example, WiFi, then the 

principle of operation in this form is shown in Figure 6. 

 



 
Figure 6. The flow of operation of the client application on the measuring device 

 

Like the previous algorithm, the first step is user authentication. The Measuring device app first 

checks for a valid authentication access token in the local secret store. If the token is missing or 

expired, the application will require the user to authenticate with the authentication server. But, in this 

case, the Measuring device app will first receive the Device Code from the authentication server, 

which is transmitted by the mobile terminal. On the mobile terminal, the user enters a login and 

password, because there is no keyboard on the measuring device. After successful authentication, the 

Measuring device app receives a JWT token and switches to the constant transfer of the data of the 

parameters of interest to the cloud service. The measuring device sends only technical data to the 

cloud service along with the JWT token without any personal data. 

In this way, the transmitted data is completely anonymized in the information system. 

The algorithm of operation of Cloud Service (CS) for processing technical data is shown in Figure 

7. 

 
Figure 7. The flow of operation of CS for protecting the transmission of technical data 

 



Once MT obtains the Access token it is possible to make authorized requests to the Cloud Service. 

Each request from MT to CS should have an authorization header with a JWT token obtained from 

auth service. 

Auth service uses RSA Signature with SHA-256 for signing tokens. Since it uses a private/public 

keypair, it verifies the tokens against the public key for CS. The public key is in the JSON Web Key 

Set (JWKS) format. 

CS should obtain JWKS with the public key to be able to verify the access token received from 

MT and to authorize the request and the user. It is important that CS doesn‟t make any requests to 

obtain any personal data. It means that the developed information system does not have any personal 

data transmission or storage. 

Using JWKS, CS can authorize the request and process incoming data if authorization is 

successful. In other cases, MT will receive an unauthorized response. During data processing, CS 

retrieves the user identifier from JWT and links processed data in storage with the authentication user 

id. the last step is to send the response from CS to MT. 

6. Device authentication process 

With input-constrained devices that connect to the internet, rather than authenticate the user 

directly, the device asks the user to go to a link on their smartphone and authorize the device. This 

avoids a poor user experience for devices that do not have an easy way to enter text. To do this, 

device apps use the Device Authorization Flow (ratified in OAuth 2.0) [27], in which they pass along 

their Client ID to initiate the authorization process and get a JWT token. Flow example is presented 

on figure 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Device app screen (left), smartphone authorization screen (middle) and device app after 
successful authorization (left). 
 



7. Conclusion 

Personal data often becomes the object of attack by intruders, so the task is to ensure their 

protection. Personal data in remote monitoring tools should not be stored in users' mobile terminals, 

cloud services, but should be transferred between them. Therefore, it is necessary to protect this data 

in all these places. That is, it is necessary to provide means of secure authorization, both in mobile 

terminals and in cloud services, and to secure the transmission of this data. 

A literature review has revealed that there is a problem with deanonymization of data, as well as 

the depth of anonymization that is related to the convenience of data usage. This is linked to the 

problematic non-binding of identity. However, the combination of pseudonymization and 

anonymization methods can provide additional protection by removing any personal identifiers. The 

main issue in data exchange is the intelligent control of private data security. 

Based on this, it is proposed to divide data into personal and technical data. At the same time, 

personal data are protected as much as possible, and technical data are anonymized. In measuring 

devices, basic protection of technical data is achieved by using Bluetooth technology. No personal 

data is stored in the mobile terminal. User authentication is carried out on decentralized cloud services 

using oAuth2 technology. From the mobile terminal, information is transmitted to the cloud service 

via HTTPS (TLS) using JWT tokens to authorize requests. 

The proposed method to protect the transmission of remote monitoring data is to divide the user 

authorization process into two network services and the subsequent anonymization of remote 

monitoring data. Thus, the data collection and processing service only receives anonymous data. 

Based on this method, the principles of design, algorithms of operation and the remote monitoring 

tools with the protection of data transmission have been developed. 

In the future, it is planned to expand the research not only in terms of data transmission but also 

data storage. Anonymization of stored data is a separate task, the solution of which will allow for a 

comprehensive solution to the issue of personal data protection in data collection and processing 

systems. 
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